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RUME Pattern of Growth
Similar to the elementary and secondary literature, RUME has
followed a paHern of
• IdenCfying and studying student diﬃculCes and cogniCve
obstacles followed by
• InvesCgaCons of the processes by which students learn
parCcular concepts, evolving into
• Classroom studies (or close approximaCons thereof), including
the eﬀects of curricular and pedagogical innovaCons on
student learning, and, more recently
• Research on teacher (including graduate student instructor,
lecturers, etc.) knowledge, beliefs, and pracCces.

A Synthesis of the Post Calculus RUME
Literature
• Every 10 years the NaConal Council of Teachers of MathemaCcs in the
US publishes a Handbook that synthesizes the research in
mathemaCcs educaCon
• This talk is partly based on the 2017 handbook chapter on post
calculus mathemaCcs educaCon research by myself and Megan
Wawro
• We reviewed over 200 arCcles published since 2005
• The chapter is organized in three main secCons:
• Research on student learning of parCcular content (linear algebra,
diﬀerenCal equaCons, analysis, abstract algebra)
• Research on Teaching (lecture, inquiry, professional development)
• Future DirecCons (theoreCcal/methodological coordinaCon,
mathemaCcal pracCces, connecCons to other STEM disciplines)

Outline of Presentation
Part 1 – Research highlights on student
learning of linear algebra (as an
example of other similar secCons)
Part 2 - Research highlights on
undergraduate mathemaCcs
teaching
Part 3 - Future direcCons: ConnecCng
RUME and other discipline based
educaConal research

Part 1 - Linear Algebra
• Started with the 2007 handbook - linear algebra research
review dominated by The Teaching and Learning of
Linear Algebra, edited by Dorier (2000). Three themes
from this prior work:
• categorizaCons for students’ reasoning and diﬃculCes
• discussions of the various ways in which geometric
reasoning could (or should) be leveraged
• the “object of formalism” and its accompanying
diﬃculCes for students
• IdenCﬁed 54 papers, with 36 of being of suﬃcient quality
for further consideraCon

Studies of student reasoning à frameworks
and methodological tools: Two examples
• Ax = b (Larson & Zandieh, 2013)
• The inverCble matrix theorem (Selinski, Rasmussen,
Wawro, & Zandieh, 2014)

Studies of mathematicians: One example
• Eigenvectors (Sinclair & Tabaghi, 2010)

How do you
symbolically and
geometrically interpret
or make sense of Ax =
b?
The framework’s
power is in its potenCal
to help teachers,
researchers, and
curriculum designers
beHer understand
ways of supporCng
students in developing
the ability to move
ﬂexibly among
interpretaCons to
powerfully leverage
the analyCc tools of
linear algebra.

Larson & Zandieh (2013)

Making connections – the invertible matrix
theorem
(Selinski et al., 2014)

• The method makes use of mathemaCcal constructs from digraph theory,
such as walks and being strongly connected, to indicate possible chains of
connecCons and ﬂexibility in making connecCons within and between
concepts.
• The authors Illustrate the usefulness of this method for comparing
diﬀerences in the structure of the connecCons, as exhibited in what they
refer to as dense, sparse, and hub adjacency matrices.
• Another contribuCon of the adjacency matrix method is that it requires
the construcCon of a conceptually structured inventory of students’
concepCons.

How mathematicians understand eigenvectors and eigenvalues –
An embodied cognition analysis (Sinclair & Tabaghi, 2010)

• Found a prevalence of metaphorical language and gesturing to convey
vectors as objects in space that get mapped to their scalar mulCples
• Gesture oﬀers more possibility than spoken language for expressing
conCnuity, Cme and moCon

Part 2 - Research on Teaching
• The 2007 Handbook chapter contained liHle to no review
of undergraduate mathemaCcs teaching, which was a
reﬂecCon of the state of the ﬁeld.
• Today situaCon is quite diﬀerent – we idenCﬁed nearly
40 empirical studies that focused on instrucCon.
• Research that examines lecture-oriented instrucCon
• Research that examines inquiry-oriented instrucCon

Highlight 3 studies on lecture-oriented instruction
• Artemeva and Fox
• Virman
• Lew et al

Highlight 3 studies of inquiry-oriented instruction
• Small scale study in DES
• Large scale study - Freeman et al
• Laursen et al

Switch from Post-Calculus to a US national study of
Calculus

A Cultural Shift
Lynn Steen (2011, p. 5) in his contribuCon to the Project
Kaleidoscope 20th Anniversary Essay Collec?on writes the
following:
Professional meeCngs of university mathemaCcians, which in
the mid-1980s were predominantly devoted to mathemaCcal
research and applicaCons, are today a nearly equal mix of
mathemaCcs and mathemaCcs educaCon. For a community
steeped in a tradiCon that focused only on research and
exposiCon of mathemaCcs, the very visible emphasis on
teaching and learning is a major change in the culture.

Lecture-oriented instruction
Artemeva and Fox (2011) provide a comprehensive portrait of
the wriCng and talking that occurs in lectures.
• Informed by rhetorical genre studies and communiCes of pracCce
• Analyzed 50 diﬀerent lecture classes from diﬀerent cultures and
content
• IdenCﬁed the genre they call “Chalk Talk”

• Chalk talk pracCces include
•
•
•
•
•

verbalizing everything wriHen on the board,
metacommentary about what was wriHen,
board choreography,
using poinCng gestures to highlight key issues, relaConships
using rhetorical quesCons to signal transiCons, reﬂecCon, or to
check for understanding.

Lecture-oriented instruction
Using Sfard’s (2008) commogniCve approach, Viirman (2014)
analyzed the lectures of seven diﬀerent Swedish university
mathemaCcs instructors.
• The overall ﬁndings support Arteva and Fox’s (2011)
delineaCon of the pracCces that comprise “chalk talk” but
also explore in more depth diﬀerences between the seven
lecturers in the way in which doing mathemaCcs is
modeled for learners.
• For example, Viirman detailed diﬀerences in the lecturers’
rouCnes for construcCng deﬁniCons
• By sCpulaCon, which introduces a new concept via a deﬁniCon.
• By “saming.” In this rouCne, several examples are presented and
then the deﬁniCon comes out of an examinaCon of what
property unites them.

Lectures in advanced mathematics

(Lew, Fukawa-Connelly, Meija-Ramos, & Weber, 2016)
• Case study– One professor (Dr. A) with 30 years experience
and an excellent reputation as a real analysis instructor
• One 11-minute proof that a sequence {xn} with the property
that |xn – xn+1|<rn for some 0<r<1 is convergent
• Interviews with three pairs of students
• Instructor shown video of his lecture and interviewed about
his goals
• First asked to describe why he presented this proof to students
• Then asked to stop the video recording at every point he
thought he was trying to convey mathematical content

Student learning from lecture
Three student pairs were interviewed with four passes
Pass 1: Students recalled what they learned from the proof
by reviewing their notes.
Pass 2: Students watched the lecture again in its entirety,
took notes, and were asked what they learned
and what they thought the instructor was trying to
convey.
Pass 3: Students were shown short specific clips of the
video and asked what they thought the professor
was trying to convey.
Pass 4: Students were asked whether particular content
highlighted by Dr. A in his interview could be
gleaned from the proof they just watched.

Content conveyed by professor

Pair
#1

Pair
#2

Pair
#3

To show sequence is convergent without a
limit candidate, show it is Cauchy

Pass 3

Pass 3

Never

Triangle inequality is important for proofs in
real analysis

Pass 2

Pass 3

Pass 3

Geometric series in one’s “toolbox” for working
with bounds and keeping quantities small

Never

Never

Never

How to set up proofs to show a sequence is
Cauchy

Pass 4

Pass 2

Pass 4

Cauchy sequences can be thought of as
“bunching up”

Pass 3

Pass 3

Pass 3

Inquiry-Oriented Instruction – Small Scale Study
in DEs
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Inquiry-Oriented Instruction – Large Scale
Study
Freeman et al. (2014) examined 225 studies that compared student
achievement in a range of undergraduate STEM courses and found that
students in lecture-oriented classes were 1.5 Cmes more likely to fail
than were students in inquiry-oriented classes.
A provocaEve conclusion
“If the experiments
analyzed here had been
conducted as randomized
controlled trials of
medical intervenCons,
they may
have been stopped for
beneﬁt—meaning that
enrolling
paCents in the control
condiCon might be
disconCnued because
the treatment being
tested was clearly more
beneﬁcial.”

Laursen et al (2014)

Study sites: 4 Inquiry Based Learning (IBL) Math
Centers at Top Research Universities and ~30
courses
comparison
non-IBL math-track
courses

IBL math-track
courses

comparison
non-IBL math-track
courses

IBL math-track
courses

comparison
non-IBL math-track
courses

IBL math-track
courses

IBL pre-service
teacher courses

IBL math-track
courses

IBL pre-service
teacher courses

What do students learn
from IBL classes?

•
•
•
•

math content
thinking & problem-solving
aptudes & beliefs
career inﬂuence

What do students
experience in
IBL classes?

•
•
•

use of class Cme
interacCons
materials & acCviCes

classroom observaCons
student & instructor interviews
student surveys

student surveys
student interviews
instructor interviews
tests
academic records

How do instructors
teach IBL classes?

•
•
•
•

course design
in-class work
learning to teach
instructor outcomes
instructor & student interviews
classroom observaCons
syllabi

What do students learn from IBL classes?
1. IBL instruction has positive outcomes for
students
2. Especially women
3. And students with lower prior math
achievement

Learning gains: from survey, post-only
5

great
gain

non-IBL math-track students (N=325)
IBL math-track students (N=526)
IBL pre-service teachers (N=226)

*
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*
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3
cognitive gains

affective gains

2
collaborative

no
gain
1
math concepts math thinking

math
application

teaching math

confidence

positive
attitude

persistence

working with
others

Gender
differences?
Laursen et al. (2014) report the following:
• In non-Inquiry courses, women reported gaining less mastery
than did men, but these diﬀerences vanished in IBL courses.
• “That this apparent deﬁcit can be so readily erased shows that
its cause is not a deﬁcit among female students, but rather
that non-inquiry courses do selecCve disservice to women.
That is, inquiry-oriented methods do not “ﬁx” women but ﬁx
an inequitable course.”

Summary of findings, IBL vs. non-IBL
courses
IBL students report higher
learning gains on surveys…
cognitive (math thinking, understanding concepts, applying math
knowledge, teaching)
affective (confidence, positive attitude, persistence)
collaborative gains (working with other students)
Interviews corroborate the nature of gains reported on surveys

IBL students get grades as good or better than those of
non-IBL students in later courses
IBL students’ attitudes & beliefs are modestly more supportive of
learning
following a course (compared to non-IBL students)

Summary of findings – low and high
achievers
IBL low achievers earn better grades after an IBL course
(even though grades decline for all others)
IBL low achievers report higher learning gains
- compared with high achievers & with non-IBL peers
- especially pre-service teachers
(no differences for IBL vs non-IBL high achievers)
High achievers who take an IBL course early in their UG
career take more math courses than non-IBL peers
(low achievers do not)
No harm to high achievers (& they may take more
courses)

CharacterisCcs of Successful
Programs
in College Calculus: USA NaConal
Phase I: Six web-based surveys
to idenCfy factors that are
Study
correlated with success in Calculus I
207 two-year colleges
134 undergraduate colleges
60 master’s universities
120 research universities

à
à
à
à

40 (19%) participated
41 (31%) participated
21 (35%) participated
66 (55%) participated

Phase II: Case studies of 16 successful calculus programs
Bressoud, Mesa, &
Rasmussen (2015)

Phase 1 survey [indings in
Calculus I
70.0%
60.0%
50.0%
40.0%
30.0%
20.0%
10.0%
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Male
Female
Total

Overall
52.2%
47.8%

STEM intending
58.5%
41.5%

Switchers
43.9%
56.1%

4690

3173

478

Instructor Pedagogy: Factor analysis
“Good Teaching” and “Ambitious Teaching”
“Good Teaching”
My Calculus Instructor:
• listened carefully to my quesCons and comments
• allowed Cme for me to understand diﬃcult ideas
• presented more than one method for solving problems
• asked quesCons to determine if I understood what was being discussed
• discussed applicaCons of calculus
• encouraged students to seek help during oﬃce hours
• frequently prepared extra material
• Assignments were challenging but doable
• My exams were graded fairly
• My calculus exams were a good assessment of what I learned

Instructor Pedagogy: Factor analysis
“Good Teaching” and “Ambitious Teaching”
“AmbiEous Teaching”
My Calculus Instructor:
• Required me to explain my thinking on homework and exams
• Required students to work together
• Had students give presentaCons
• Held class discussions
• Put word problems in the homework and on the exams
• Put quesCons on the exams unlike those done in class
• Returned assignments with helpful feedback and comments
Jackson, K., Garrison, A., Wilson, J., Gibbons, L., & Shahan, E. (2013).
Exploring RelaConships Between Sepng Up Complex Tasks and
OpportuniCes to Learn in Concluding Whole-Class Discussions in MiddleGrades MathemaCcs InstrucCon. Journal for Research in Mathema?cs
Educa?on, 44(4), 646–682.

Switcher Rates for Low and High Levels
of Good and AmbiCous Teaching
Good Teaching
Low

Good Teaching
High

AmbiEous Teaching
Low

16.2%

10.4%

AmbiEous Teaching
High

11.9%

7.0%

Part 3 – Future direcCon: ConnecCng RUME
and other Discipline Based EducaConal
Research (DBER)

Currently liHle cross disciplinary
research between mathemaCcs
and other domains
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NATIONAL RESEARCH COUNCIL

DISCIPLINE-BASED EDUCATION RESEARCH

• DBER InvesCgates teaching and learning
using a range of methods with deep
grounding in the discipline’s prioriCes,
worldview, knowledge, and pracCces
DISCIPLINE-BASED
EDUCATION RESEARCH
Understanding and Improving Learning in
Undergraduate Science and Engineering

• Grounded in science and engineering
disciplines
• Informed by and complementary to

THE NATIONAL ACADEMIES PRESS

• CogniCve science
• EducaConal psychology
• K-12 educaCon research
NaConal
Research
Council (2012)

Key goals for DBER research
• Understand how people learn the concepts, pracCces, and ways
of thinking in science, engineering, and mathemaCcs.
• Understand the nature and development of experEse in a
discipline and how this diﬀers across disciplines.
• Help to idenEfy and measure appropriate learning objecEves
and instrucEonal approaches that advance students toward
those objecCves.
• Contribute to the knowledge base in a way that can guide the
translaEon of DBER ﬁndings to classroom pracCce.
• IdenCfy approaches to make science and engineering educaEon
broad and inclusive.

New STEM DBER Alliance to connect disciplines

DisciplineBased
• Content
• Culture
• PrioriCes

Engineering
EducaEon
Research
EducaEon
Research
EE
• Topics
R
• Methods
EducaCon
Research

The STEM DBER Alliance (DBER-A)

Henderson et al.
(2017)

Connecting STEM research areas

Math
modeli
ng
holds
much
promis
e for
breakin
g down
silos
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